Urban Mobility solutions
Mini Bus Taxis for future cities: Syndicate 5

Context


Urban mobility is crucial for the functioning of a cities. In south Africa, the
apartheid spatial legacy created sprawled urban cities, which makes mobility
a challenge. Therefore, an efficient public transport system is required to
connect residential areas with city centers or areas of economic
opportunities.



Therefore, addressing urban mobility challenges in south African cities
requires both public transport and spatial planning strategies.



For the purpose of the study, which require a short term strategy of 5 years,
the presentation will focus on transport solutions, and mini bus taxi(MBTs)
mode in particular.

Problem Statement



The public transport is ineffective and inefficient; it is unable to cope with
the growing urban population and respond effectively to the sprawl nature of
urban cities created by the spatial legacy. Consequently, people are deterred
from using public transport and we are seeing an increase in cars on the roads
resulting in congestions, long travel hours, high cost of commuting, amongst
many other related challenges, which ultimately impact negatively on
economic development.

Focus and Scope




Mini Bus Taxi (MBT) is the dominant mode of public transport in South Africa


Used by almost 70 per cent of the population, mostly the poor



Survey by transport sector shows that over 60 per cent of the MBT commuters are
satisfied



Unlike bus and trains with fewer commuters, MBT industry is unsubsidized thus
more expensive than the other modes ( financial burden for the poor)



MBT has demonstrated flexibility compared to the other modes of transport

There is an opportunity for high impact if more attention is given to the MBT
sector. “ African Solutions for Africa”

The Narrative around MBT
What deters motorist/commuters from utilising MBT


Safety and security issues



Unformalised sector



Lack of professionalism



Customer orientation is almost non-existent



Dilapidated MBT infrastructure and lack of facilities such a appropriate dropoff zones and taxi ranks, dedicated Taxi lanes, amongst others

Current solutions and thinking


To deal with the urban mobility challenge, a number of modes of transport, albeit
fragmented, are provided to assist communities reach their various destinations as
follows:



Buses;



Trains;



Taxis; and



Non-motorised transport



Much of thinking from key decision makers has been biased towards introduction
of the Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) System as a mode of urban transport



Significant investments have been made in this respect to upgrade infrastructure
and related aspects to ensure delivery of this system of public transportation

Innovative Solution: Changing the
Narrative


Commuters ultimately want a public transport system that is safe, reliable,
affordable. For the government, an additional requirement is that the system
needs to be sustainable.



Introducing these elements to the MBT industry could create a new
perspective about the industry, and public transport in general.



We need to think about how the MBT mode can be used as an integral part of
the public system



Modes need not to be competing but must be seen from an intermodal point
of view

Innovative Solution continued
Taxi owner experience

Ideal solutions

Not perceived as a business entity

Industry needs to be formalized
(registration)

High financing cost

Proffessionalise the industry (customer
care)

Not subsidized by government

Provision of subsidy in terms of
performance incentives

Unfair treatment by traffic officials

Regulating the industry can curb the
unfair treatment they receive

Difficult to manage performance of taxi Development innovative performance
driver
and asset management application
Industry saturation

Improve issuing of licenses, increased
market share from current non-users

Innovative Solution continued
Certification

Formal
employment
contract

Professional
driver

Training

Managed driving
behavior through
technology and
commuter
feedback
channels

Innovative Solution continued
Consumer experience

Ideal solution

Safety concerns

Dedicated taxi lanes

Convenience

Hailing technology

Cost

Integration with other modes of
transport

overloading

Single ticketing

Social cohesion

Professionalising the MBT industry

Unreliable taxi route penetration

Enhance enforcement of regulation
Opportunity for communication
engagement as a stakeholder

Tools


Integrated Public Transport network (IPTN) technical guidance document



Framework and toolkit for collaboration



Assessing the fiscal impacts of development



Transport regulatory frameworks

Stakeholders


Mini Bus Taxi Owners (MBT) – providers of the transport system.



MBT Drivers – Operate the vehicles



MBT Commuters/users/communities – utilise the public transport



Taxi Associations – representative body of individual taxi owners



All spheres of government and relevant state-owned enterprises – provision
public transport and regulators of the public transport industry



Commercial banks and financiers – provide the capital for asset acquisition
and business operation



Private sector – marketing of the solution, dealing with human resource
management aspects of commuters (allowing flexi-time operations) and
participating in various community partnerships

Conclusion


Whilst all of government has a role to play in ensuring a shift towards MBT’s,
this also requires a change in attitudes of individuals and making MBT’s their
preferred mode of transport



This initiative requires multi-sector collaboration to ensure that all efforts are
directed towards a single vision



MBT’s are already an existing resource and need no significant capital
investment



Must design a model that will ensure the sustainability of this mode and
improve its contribution towards the reduction of GHG and climate change

Feedback from panelist


Clear plans to empower taxi drivers



Start with the problem to which we have full control as government, like taxi
ranks

